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Abstract
Let I be an open interval containing zero, let M be a real manifold, let PT M be
its cotangent bundle with the zero-section removed, and let ˆD ¹'tºt2I be a homo-
geneous Hamiltonian isotopy of PT M with '0 D id. Let ƒ  PT M  PT M  T I
be the conic Lagrangian submanifold associated with ˆ. We prove the existence and
unicity of a sheaf K on M M  I whose microsupport is contained in the union
of ƒ and the zero-section and whose restriction to t D 0 is the constant sheaf on the
diagonal of M M . We give applications of this result to problems of nondisplace-
ability in contact and symplectic topology. In particular we prove that some strong
Morse inequalities are stable by Hamiltonian isotopies, and we also give results of
nondisplaceability for nonnegative isotopies in the contact setting.
Introduction
The microlocal theory of sheaves has been introduced and systematically developed in
[11]–[13], the central idea being that of the microsupport of sheaves. More precisely,
consider a real manifold M of class C1, and consider a commutative unital ring
k of finite global dimension. Denote by Db.kM / the bounded derived category of
sheaves of k-modules on M . The microsupport SS.F / of an object F of Db.kM / is
a closed subset of the cotangent bundle T M , conic for the action of RC on T M
and coisotropic. Hence, this theory is “conic”; that is, it is invariant by the RC-action
and is related to the homogeneous symplectic structure rather than the symplectic
structure of T M .
To treat nonhomogeneous symplectic problems, a classical trick is to add a vari-
able which replaces the homogeneity. This is performed for complex symplectic man-
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ifolds in [22] and later in the real case by Tamarkin [24] who adapts the microlocal
theory of sheaves to the nonhomogeneous situation and deduces a new and very
original proof of the classical nondisplaceability theorem conjectured by Arnold.
(Tamarkin’s ideas have also been exposed and developed in [9].) Note that the use
of sheaf theory in symplectic topology has already appeared in [15] and [19]–[21].
In this paper, we also find a new proof of the nondisplaceability theorem and other
related results, still remaining in the homogeneous symplectic framework, which
makes the use of sheaf theory much easier. In other words, instead of adapting microlo-
cal sheaf theory to treat nonhomogeneous geometrical problems, we translate these
geometrical problems to homogeneous ones and apply the classical microlocal sheaf
theory. Note that the converse is not always possible: there are interesting geomet-
rical problems, for example, those related to the notion of nonnegative Hamiltonian
isotopies, which make sense in the homogeneous case and which have no counterpart
in the purely symplectic case.
Our main tool, as seen in the title of this paper, is a quantization of Hamiltonian
isotopies in the category of sheaves. More precisely, we consider a homogeneous
Hamiltonian isotopy ˆ D ¹'tºt2I of PT M (the complementary of the zero-section
of T M ) defined on an open interval I of R containing zero such that '0 D id.
Denoting by ƒ PT M  PT M T I the conic Lagrangian submanifold associated
with ˆ, we prove that there exists a unique K 2 D.kMMI / whose microsupport
is contained in the union of ƒ and the zero-section of T .M M  I / and whose
restriction to t D 0 is the constant sheaf on the diagonal of M M .
We give a few applications of this result to problems of nondisplaceability in sym-
plectic and contact geometry. The classical nondisplaceability conjecture of Arnold
says that, on the cotangent bundle to a compact manifold M , the image of the zero-
section of T M by a Hamiltonian isotopy always intersects the zero-section. This
conjecture (and its refinements, using Morse inequalities) have been proved by Chap-
eron [1] who treated the case of the torus by using the methods of Conley and Zehnder
[6], and then by Hofer [10] and Laudenbach and Sikorav [17]. For related results in the
contact case, let us quote in particular Chaperon [2], Chekanov [3], and Ferrand [8].
In this paper we recover the nondisplaceability result in the symplectic case as
well as its refinement by using Morse inequalities. Indeed, we deduce these results
from their homogeneous counterparts which are easy corollaries of our theorem of
quantization of homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopies. We also study nonnegative
Hamiltonian isotopies (which make sense only in the contact setting): we prove that
given two compact connected submanifolds X and Y in a connected noncompact
manifold M and a nonnegative Hamiltonian isotopy ˆD ¹'tºt2I such that 't0 inter-
changes the conormal bundle to X with that of Y , then X D Y and 't induces the
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identity on the conormal bundle to X for t 2 Œ0; t0. The first part of these results has
already been obtained when X and Y are points in [4] and [5].
1. Microlocal theory of sheaves, after Kashiwara and Schapira [13]
In this section, we recall some definitions and results from [13], following its nota-
tion with the exception of slight modifications. We consider a real manifold M of
class C1.
1.1. Some geometrical notions ([13, Sections 4.2, 6.2])
In this paper we say that a C1-map f W M ! N is smooth if its differential dxf W
TxM ! Tf .x/N is surjective for any x 2M . For a locally closed subset A ofM , one
denotes by Int.A/ its interior and by A its closure. One denotes by M or simply 
the diagonal of M M .
One denotes by M W TM !M and M W T M !M the tangent and cotangent
bundles to M . If L M is a submanifold, one denotes by TLM its normal bundle
and T LM its conormal bundle. They are defined by the exact sequences
0! TL!LM TM ! TLM ! 0;
0! T LM !LM T M ! T L! 0:
One sometimes identifiesM with the zero-section T MM of T M . One sets PT M WD
T M n T MM , and one denotes by PM W PT M !M the projection.
Let f W M !N be a morphism of real manifolds. To f are associated the tangent
morphisms
TM
M
f 0
M N TN
f
TN
N
M M
f
N
(1.1)
By duality, we deduce the diagram:
T M
M
M N T N
fd f
T N
N
M M
f
N
(1.2)
One sets
T MN WD Kerfd D f 1d .T MM/M N T N:
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Note that, denoting by f the graph of f in M N , the projection T .M N/ !
M  T N identifies T f .M N/ and M N T N .
Now consider the homogeneous symplectic manifold T M : it is endowed with
the Liouville 1-form given in a local homogeneous symplectic coordinate system
.xI / on T M by
˛M D h; dxi:
The antipodal map aM is defined by
aM W T M ! T M; .xI / 7! .xI/: (1.3)
IfA is a subset of T M , we denote byAa instead of aM .A/ its image by the antipodal
map.
We use the Hamiltonian isomorphism H W T .T M/ ! T .T M/ given in a
local symplectic coordinate system .xI / by
H.h;dxi C h	;di/D h;@i C h	;@xi:
1.2. Microsupport ([13, Sections 5.1, 6.5])
We consider a commutative unital ring k of finite global dimension (e.g., k D Z). (We
assume that k is a field when we use Morse inequalities in Section 4.) We denote
by D.kM / (resp., Db.kM /) the derived category (resp., bounded derived category)
of sheaves of k-modules on M . We denote by !M 2 Db.kM / the dualizing complex
onM . Recall that !M is isomorphic to the orientation sheaf shifted by the dimension.
We recall the definition of the microsupport (or singular support) SS.F / of a sheaf F
(see [13, Definition 5.1.2]).
Definition 1.1
Let F 2 Db.kM /; and let p 2 T M . One says that p … SS.F / if there exists an open
neighborhood U of p such that for any x0 2M and any real C1-function ' on M
defined in a neighborhood of x0 with .x0Id'.x0// 2 U , one has
R¹xI'.x/'.x0/º.F /x0 ' 0:
In other words, p … SS.F / if the sheaf F has no cohomology supported by “half-
spaces” whose conormals are contained in a neighborhood of p.
 By its construction, the microsupport is RC-conic, that is, invariant by the
action of RC on T M .
 We have SS.F /\ T MM D M .SS.F //D Supp.F /.
 The microsupport satisfies the triangular inequality: if F1 ! F2 ! F3 C1! is
a distinguished triangle in Db.kM /, then SS.Fi /  SS.Fj / [ SS.Fk/ for all
i; j; k 2 ¹1; 2; 3º with j 6D k.
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In the sequel, for a locally closed subset Z of M , we denote by kZ the constant sheaf
with stalk k on Z, extended by zero on M nZ.
Example 1.2
(i) If F is a nonzero local system on M and M is connected, then SS.F / D
T MM .
(ii) If N is a closed submanifold of M and F D kN , then SS.F / D T NM , the
conormal bundle to N in M .
(iii) Let ' be a C1-function such that d'.x/ 6D 0 whenever '.x/ D 0. Let U D
¹x 2M I'.x/ > 0º; and let Z D ¹x 2M I'.x/ 0º. Then
SS.kU /DU M T MM [
®
.xId'.x//I'.x/D 0; 0¯;
SS.kZ/DZ M T MM [
®
.xId'.x//I'.x/D 0; 0¯:
For a precise definition of being involutive (or coisotropic), we refer to [13, Def-
inition 6.5.1].
THEOREM 1.3
Let F 2 Db.kM /. Then its microsupport SS.F / is involutive.
1.3. Localization ([13, Section 6.1])
Now let A be a subset of T M , and letZ D T M nA. The full subcategory DbZ.kM /
of Db.kM / consisting of sheaves F such that SS.F /Z is triangulated. One sets
Db.kM IA/ WD Db.kM /=DbZ.kM /;
the localization of Db.kM / by DbZ.kM /. Hence, the objects of Db.kM IA/ are those
of Db.kM /, but a morphism u W F1 ! F2 in Db.kM / becomes an isomorphism in
Db.kM IA/ if, after embedding this morphism in a distinguished triangle F1 ! F2 !
F3
C1!, one has SS.F3/\AD ;.
When A D ¹pº for some p 2 T M , one simply writes Db.kM Ip/ instead of
Db.kM I ¹pº/.
1.4. Functorial operations ([13, Section 5.4])
Let M and N be two real manifolds. We denote by qi (i D 1; 2) the i th projection
defined on M N and by pi (i D 1; 2) the i th projection defined on T .M N/'
T M  T N .
Definition 1.4
Let f W M !N be a morphism of manifolds, and letƒ T N be a closed RC-conic
subset. One says that f is noncharacteristic for ƒ (or else, ƒ is noncharacteristic
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for f ) if
f 1 .ƒ/\ T MN M N T NN:
If ƒ is a closed RC-conic subset of PT N , we say that ƒ is noncharacteristic for f if
so is ƒ[ T NN .
A morphism f W M ! N is noncharacteristic for a closed RC-conic subset ƒ
if and only if fd W M N T N ! T M is proper on f 1 .ƒ/ and in this case
fdf
1
 .ƒ/ is closed and RC-conic in T M .
THEOREM 1.5 (See [13, Section 5.4])
Let f W M !N be a morphism of manifolds, let F 2 Db.kM /; and let G 2 Db.kN /.
(i) Assume that f is proper on Supp.F /. Then SS.RfŠF / ff 1d SS.F /.
(ii) Assume that f is noncharacteristic for SS.G/. Then SS.f 1G/ 
fdf
1
 SS.G/.
(iii) Assume that f is smooth. Then SS.F / M N T N if and only if for any
j 2 Z, the sheaves H j .F / are locally constant on the fibers of f .
There exist estimates of the microsupport for characteristic inverse images and
(in some special situations) for nonproper direct images, but we do not use them here.
COROLLARY 1.6
Let I be a contractible manifold, and let p W M  I !M be the projection. If F 2
Db.kMI / satisfies SS.F / T M  T I I , then F ' p1RpF .
Proof
The result follows from Theorem 1.5(iii) and [13, Proposition 2.7.8].
COROLLARY 1.7
Let I be an open interval of R, and let q W M  I ! I be the projection. Let F 2
Db.kMI / such that SS.F / \ T MM  T I  T MI .M  I / and q is proper on
Supp.F /. Then, setting Fa WDF j¹tDaº, we have isomorphisms R.M IFs/' R.M I
Ft / for any s; t 2 I .
Proof
It follows from Theorem 1.5 that SS.RqF /  T I I . Therefore, there exists M 2
Db.k/ and an isomorphism RqF ' MI . (Recall that MI D a1I M , where aI !
¹ptº is the projection and M is identified to a sheaf on ¹ptº.) Since R.M IFs/ '
.RqF /s , the result follows.
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1.5. Morse lemma and Morse inequalities ([13, Section 5.4])
In this subsection, we consider a function  W M ! R of class C1. We set
ƒ D
®
.xId .x//¯  T M: (1.4)
The proposition below is a particular case of the microlocal Morse lemma (see [13,
Corollary 5.4.19]) and follows from Theorem 1.5(ii). The classical theory corresponds
to the constant sheaf F D kM .
PROPOSITION 1.8
Let F 2 Db.kM /, let  W M ! R be a function of class C1, and assume that  is
proper on Supp.F /. Let a < b in R, and assume that d .x/ … SS.F / for a  .x/ <
b. For t 2 R, setMt D 1. 1; t Œ /. Then the restriction morphism R.MbIF /!
R.MaIF / is an isomorphism.
COROLLARY 1.9
Let F 2 Db.kM /, and let  W M ! R be a function of class C1. Letƒ be as in (1.4).
Assume that
(i) Supp.F / is compact,
(ii) R.M IF / 6D 0.
Then ƒ \ SS.F / 6D ;.
Until the end of this subsection as well as in Section 4.4 we assume that k is a
field. The classical Morse inequalities are extended to sheaves (see [23], [13, Propo-
sition 5.4.20]). Let us briefly recall this result.
For a bounded complex E of k-vector spaces with finite-dimensional cohomolo-
gies, we set
bj .E/D dimH j .E/; bl .E/D .1/l
X
jl
.1/j bj .E/:
We consider a map  W M ! R of class C1 and define ƒ as above. Note that we do
not ask  to be smooth. Let F 2 Db.kM /. Assume that
the set ƒ \ SS.F / is finite, say, ¹p1; : : : ; pN º (1.5)
and, setting
xi D .pi /; Vi WD

R¹ .x/ .xi /º.F /

xi
; (1.6)
also assume that
for all i 2 ¹1; : : : ;N º; j 2 Z, the spaces H j .Vi / are finite-dimensional. (1.7)
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Set
bj .F /D bj

R.M IF /; bj .F /D bj R.M IF /:
THEOREM 1.10
Let F 2 Db.kM /; and assume that Supp.F / is compact. Assume moreover (1.5) and
(1.7). Then
bl .F /
NX
iD1
bl .Vi / for any l : (1.8)
Notice that (1.8) immediately implies
bj .F /
NX
iD1
bj .Vi / for any j . (1.9)
1.6. Kernels ([13, Section 3.6])
Let Mi (i D 1; 2; 3) be manifolds. For short, we write Mij WD Mi  Mj (1  i;
j  3) and M123 D M1  M2  M3. We denote by qi the projection Mij ! Mi
or the projection M123 !Mi and by qij the projection M123 !Mij . Similarly, we
denote by pi the projection T Mij ! T Mi or the projection T M123 ! T Mi and
by pij the projection T M123 ! T Mij . We also need to introduce the map p12a ,
the composition of p12 and the antipodal map on T M2.
Let ƒ1  T M12 and ƒ2  T M23. We set
ƒ1 ıƒ2 WD p13.p12a1ƒ1 \ p123ƒ2/: (1.10)
We consider the operation of convolution of kernels:
ı
M2
W Db.kM12/ Db.kM23/ ! Db.kM13/
.K1;K2/ 7!K1 ı
M2
K2 WD Rq13Š.q112 K1
L˝ q123 K2/:
Let ƒi D SS.Ki / T Mi;iC1, and assume that8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
(i) q13 is proper on q112 Supp.K1/\ q123 Supp.K2/,
(ii) p112aƒ1 \ p123ƒ2 \ .T M1M1  T M2  T M3M3/
 T M1M2M3.M1 M2 M3/:
(1.11)
It follows from Theorem 1.5 that under the assumption (1.11) we have
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SS.K1 ı
M2
K2/ƒ1 ıƒ2: (1.12)
If there is no risk of confusion, we write ı instead of ı
M2
.
We also use a relative version of the convolution of kernels. For a manifold I ,
K1 2 Db.kM12I / and K2 2 Db.kM23I /, we set
K1 ı jIK2 WD Rq13I Š.q112IK1
L˝ q123IK2/; (1.13)
where qijI is the projection M123  I !Mij  I . The above results extend to the
relative case. Namely, we assume the conditions8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
(i) Supp.K1/M2I Supp.K2/!M13  I is proper,
(ii) p112aIaƒ1 \ p123Iƒ2 \ .T M1M1  T M2  T M3M3  T I /
 T M1M2M3I .M1 M2 M3  I /;
(1.14)
where p12aIa W T M1 T M2 T M3 T I !T M1 T M2 T I is given
by p12aIa.v1; v2; v3; u/D .v1;v2;u/. Then we have
SS.K1 ı jIK2/ƒ1 ı jIƒ2 WD r13.r112aƒ1 \ r123 ƒ2/: (1.15)
Here, in the diagram
T M1  T M2  T M3  .T I I T I /
r12a
r13
r23
T M1  T M2  T I T M1  T M3  T I T M2  T M3  T I
r12a is given by p12a W T M1  T M2  T M3 ! T M1  T M2 and the first
projection T I I T I ! T I , r23 is given by p23 W T M1  T M2  T M3 !
T M2  T M3 and the second projection T I I T I ! T I , and r13 is given
by p13 W T M1  T M2  T M3 ! T M1  T M3 and the addition map T I I
T I ! T I .
1.7. Locally bounded categories and gluing sheaves
Although the prestack U 7! D.kU / (U open in M ) is not a stack, we have the fol-
lowing classical result that we use.
LEMMA 1.11
Let U1 and U2 be two open subsets of M , and set U12 WDU1 \U2. Let Fi 2 D.kUi /
(i D 1; 2), and assume that we have an isomorphism '21 W F1jU12 ' F2jU12 . Then
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there exists F 2 D.kU1[U2/ and isomorphisms 'i W F jUi ' Fi (i D 1; 2) such that
'12 D '2jU12 ı '1j1U12 . Moreover, such a triple .F;'1; '2/ is unique up to a (nonu-
nique) isomorphism.
Proof
(i) For  D 1; 2 or 12 we let j be the inclusion of U in U1 [U2. By adjunction
between j12Š and j112 , the morphism '21 defines the morphism u W
j12Š.F1jU1/ ! j2ŠF2. We also have the natural morphism v W j12Š.F1jU1/ !
j1ŠF1. Then F is given by the distinguished triangle
j12Š.F1jU1/
u˚v! j2ŠF2 ˚ j1ŠF1 ! F
C1! :
(ii) The unicity follows from the distinguished triangle FU12 ! FU1 ˚ FU2 !
F
C1! and the fact that a commutative square in D.kM / can be extended to a
morphism of distinguished triangles.
Definition 1.12
We say that F 2 D.kM / is locally bounded if for any relatively compact open sub-
set U M we have F jU 2 Db.kU /. We denote by Dlb.kM / the full subcategory of
D.kM / consisting of locally bounded objects.
Local notions defined for objects of Db.kM / extend to objects of Dlb.kM /, in par-
ticular the microsupport. The Grothendieck operations which preserve boundedness
properties also preserve the local boundedness except maybe direct images. How-
ever for F 2 Dlb.kM / and a morphism of manifolds f W M ! N which is proper
on Supp.F /, we have RfF ' RfŠF 2 Dlb.kN /, and Theorem 1.5 still holds in this
context.
In particular in the situation of the previous paragraph if we assume that K1 2
Dlb.kM12/ and K2 2 Dlb.kM23/ satisfy (1.11), then we obtain K1 ı
M2
K2 2 Dlb.kM13/
with the same bound for its microsupport.
The category Dlb.kM / is stable by the following gluing procedure.
LEMMA 1.13
Let jn W Un ,! M (n 2 N) be an increasing sequence of open embeddings of M
with
S
nUn DM . We consider a sequence ¹Fnºn with Fn 2 Dlb.kUn/ together with
isomorphisms unC1;n W Fn ! FnC1jUn . Then there exist F 2 Dlb.kM / and isomor-
phisms un W F jUn ' Fn such that unC1;n D unC1 ı u1n for all n. Moreover such a
family .F; ¹unºn/ is unique up to an (nonunique) isomorphism.
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Proof
(i) Denote by vn W jnŠ.Fn/ ! jnC1Š.FnC1/ the morphisms obtained by adjunc-
tion. Then define F 2 D.kM / as the homotopy colimit of this system; that is,
F (which is defined up to isomorphism) is given by the distinguished triangle
M
n2N
jnŠ.Fn/
vWDLn2N.idjnŠ.Fn/ vn/! M
n2N
jnŠ.Fn/! F
C1! : (1.16)
Then we have isomorphisms un W F jUn ' Fn for all n 2 N, unC1;n D unC1 ı
u1n , and F 2 Dlb.kM /.
(ii) Assume that we have another G 2 Dlb.kM / and isomorphisms wn W GjUn '
Fn. By adjunction they give 'n W jnŠ.Fn/!G, and we let ' be the sum of the
'n’s. Since unC1;n D wnC1 ıw1n , we have ' ı v D 0, where v is defined in
(1.16). Hence ' factorizes through  W F !G. Then  jUn Dw1n ı un is an
isomorphism. The property of being an isomorphism being local, we obtain
that  is an isomorphism.
1.8. Quantized contact transformations ([13, Section 7.2])
Consider two manifoldsM andN , two conic open subsetsU  T M and V  T N ,
and a homogeneous contact transformation 
:
T N 	 V !

U  T M: (1.17)
Denote by V a the image of V by the antipodal map aN on T N , and denote by ƒ
the image of the graph of 
 by idU aN . Henceƒ is a conic Lagrangian submanifold
of U V a. A quantized contact transformation (a QCT, for short) above 
 is a kernel
K 2 Db.kMN / such that SS.K/ \ .U  V a/ D ƒ and satisfying some technical
properties that we do not recall here so that the kernel K induces an equivalence of
categories
K ı  W Db.kN IV / ! Db.kM IU /: (1.18)
Given 
 and q 2 V , p D 
.q/ 2 U , there exists such a QCT after replacing U and V
by sufficiently small neighborhoods of p and q.
1.9. The functor 	hom ([13, Sections 4.4, 7.2])
The functor of microlocalization along a submanifold was introduced by Mikio Sato
in the 1970s and has been at the origin of what is now called microlocal analysis.
A variant of this functor, the bifunctor
	hom W Db.kM /op  Db.kM /! Db.kT M / (1.19)
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has been constructed in [13]. Since Supp.	hom.F;F 0//  SS.F / \ SS.F 0/, (1.19)
induces a bifunctor for any open subset U of T M :
	hom W Db.kM IU /op  Db.kM IU /! Db.kU /:
Let us only recall the properties of this functor that we use. Consider a function
 W M ! R defined in a neighborhood W of x0 2M such that d .x0/ 6D 0. Then,
setting S WD ¹x 2WI .x/D .x0/º and pD d .x0/, we have
R¹ .x/ .x0/º.F /x0 ' 	hom.kS ;F /p for any F 2 Db.kM /.
If 
 is a contact transform as in (1.17) and if K is a QCT as in (1.18), then K induces
a natural isomorphism for any F;G 2 Db.kN IV /



	hom.F;G/jV
 ! 	hom.K ıF;K ıG/jU : (1.20)
1.10. Simple sheaves ([13, Section 7.5])
Let ƒ  PT M be a locally closed conic Lagrangian submanifold, and let p 2 ƒ.
Simple sheaves along ƒ at p are defined in [13, Definition 7.5.4].
When ƒ is the conormal bundle to a submanifold N  M , that is, when the
projection M jƒ W ƒ !M has constant rank, then an object F 2 Db.kM / is simple
along ƒ at p if F ' kN Œd  in Db.kM Ip/ for some shift d 2 Z.
If SS.F / is contained in ƒ on a neighborhood of ƒ, ƒ is connected and F is
simple at some point of ƒ, then F is simple at every point of ƒ.
Ifƒ1  T M12 and ƒ2  T M23 are locally closed conic Lagrangian submani-
folds and if Ki 2 Db.kMi;iC1/ (i D 1; 2) are simple along ƒi , then K1 ıK2 is simple
alongƒ1ıƒ2 under some conditions (see [13, Theorem 7.5.11]). In particular, simple
sheaves are stable by QCT.
Now, let M and N be two manifolds with the same dimension. Let F 2
Db.kMN /. Set
F 1 D v1RHom.F;!M  kN / 2 Db.kNM /; (1.21)
where v W N M !M N is the swap. Let qij be the .i; j /th projection from N 
M N . Then we have F 1 ıF D Rq13Š.q112 F 1
L˝ q123 F /. Let ı W N !N N be
the diagonal embedding. Then we have ı1.F 1 ıF /' Rq2Š.F
L˝ RHom.F;!M 
kN //. Hence ı1.F 1 ı F / ' Rq2Š.F
L˝ RHom.F; qŠ2kN // ! Rq2Š.qŠ2kN / ! kN
gives a morphism
F 1 ıF ! kN :
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PROPOSITION 1.14 ([13, Propositions 7.1.8, 7.1.9, Theorem 7.2.1])
Let F 2 Db.kMN /, let pM 2 PT M , and let pN 2 PT N . Assume the following con-
ditions:
(i) Supp.F /!N is proper,
(ii) F is cohomologically constructible (see [13, Definition 3.4.1]),
(iii) SS.F /\ . PT M  T NN/D ;,
(iv) SS.F /\ .T M  ¹paN º/D ¹.pM ; paN /º,
(v) SS.F / is a Lagrangian submanifold of T .M  N/ on a neighborhood of
.pM ; p
a
N /,
(vi) F is simple along SS.F / at .pM ; paN /,
(vii) SS.F /! T N is a local isomorphism at .pM ; paN /.
Then the morphism F 1 ıF ! kN is an isomorphism in Db.kNN I .pN ; paN //.
2. Deformation of the conormal to the diagonal
As usual, we denote by M or simply  the diagonal of M M . We denote by p1
and p2 the first and second projections from T .M M/ to T M and by pa2 the
composition of p2 and the antipodal map on T M . We also set n WD dimM .
Consider a C1-function f .x;y/ defined on an open neighborhood0 M M
of the diagonal M . We assume that
(i) f jM 
 0,
(ii) f .x;y/ > 0 for .x; y/ 20 nM ,
(iii) the partial Hessian @2f
@xi@xj
.x; y/ is positive definite for any .x; y/ 2M .
Such a pair (0, f ) exists.
PROPOSITION 2.1
Assume that (0, f ) satisfies the conditions (i)–(iii) above. Let U be a relatively
compact open subset ofM . Then there exist an " > 0 and an open subset ofM M
satisfying the following conditions:
(a) U 0 \ .M U /,
(b) Z" WD ¹.x; y/ 2 I f .x;y/ "º is proper over U by the map induced by the
second projection,
(c) for any y 2 U and "0 2 0; ", the open subset ¹x 2M I .x; y/ 2;f .x;y/ <
"0º is homeomorphic to Rn,
(d) dxf .x;y/ 6D 0, dyf .x;y/ 6D 0 for .x; y/ 2 nM ,
(e) setting Z" D ¹.x; yI ; / 2 T ./ If .x;y/D "; .; /D df .x;y/; < 0º,
the projection pa2 W T .M  U / ! T U induces an isomorphism Z" !
pa
2PT U and the projection p1 W T .M  U / ! T M induces an open embed-
ding Z" ,! PT M .
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Proof
Replacing 0 with the open subset
M [
®
.x; y/ 20Idxf .x;y/ 6D 0;dyf .x;y/ 6D 0
¯
;
we may assume from the beginning that 0 satisfies (d).
Let F W 0 ! T M be the map .x; y/ 7! dyf .x;y/. This map sends M to
T MM , and is a local isomorphism. Then there exists an open neighborhood 0 0
of M such that F j0 W 0 ! T M is an open embedding. Hence by identifying 0
as its image, we can reduce the proposition to the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.2
Let p W E ! X be a vector bundle of rank n, let i W X ! E be the zero-section, let
SE D .E n i.X//=R>0 be the associated sphere bundle, and let q W E n i.X/ ! SE
be the projection. Let f be a C1-function on a neighborhood  of the zero-section
i.X/ of E . Assume the following conditions:
(i) f .z/D 0 for z 2 i.X/,
(ii) f .z/ > 0 for z 2 n i.X/,
(iii) for any x 2X the Hessian of f jp1.x/ at i.x/ is positive-definite.
Then, for any relatively compact open subset U of X , there exist " > 0 and an open
subset 0 \ p1.U / containing i.U / that satisfy the following conditions:
(a) ¹z 20 I f .z/ "º is proper over U ,
(b) ¹z 20 I 0 < f .z/ < "º ! .SE X U / 0; "Œ given by z 7! .q.z/; f .z// is
an isomorphism,
(c) for any x 2 U and t 2 0; "Œ, the set ¹z 20 \ p1.x/ I f .z/ < tº is homeo-
morphic to Rn.
Since the proof is elementary, we omit it.
Recall (1.21).
THEOREM 2.3
We keep the notation in Proposition 2.1 and set L D kZ" 2 Db.kMU /. Then
SS.L/ Z" [Z" and L1 ıL ! kU .
Proof
Set Z D Z". We have SS.L1 ı L/  T U .U  U / [ T UU .U  U /. By Propo-
sition 1.14, there exists a morphism L1 ı L ! kU which is an isomorphism in
Db.kUU I PT .U U //. Hence if N !L1 ıL! kU
C1! is a distinguished trian-
gle, then SS.N / T UU .U  U /, and hence N has locally constant cohomologies.
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In particular Supp.N / is open and closed in U  U . Let ı W U ! U  U be the
diagonal embedding. Then we have ı1.L1 ıL/' Rq2Š.L
L˝ RHom.L;kMU /
L˝
qŠ2kU /. Since L ' kZ and RHom.L;kMU / ' kInt.Z/, we have ı1.L1 ı L/ '
Rq2Š.kInt.Z/
L˝ qŠ2kU /. Since the fibers of Int.Z/ ! U are homeomorphic to Rn, we
have Rq2Š.kInt.Z/
L˝ qŠ2kU / ' kU . Thus we obtain ı1.L1 ı L/ ' kU and hence
ı1N ' 0. Hence Supp.N / \ U D ; and Supp.N /  Supp.L1 ı L/. Since we
have
Supp.L1 ıL/ ®.y; y0/ 2 U U I .x; y/; .x; y0/ 2Z for some x 2M ¯
and the fiber of Z !U is connected, y and y0 belong to the same connected compo-
nent ofM as soon as .y; y0/ 2 Supp.N /. Since Supp.N / is open and closed in U U
and Supp.N /\U D ;, we conclude that Supp.N /D ;.
3. Quantization of homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopies
Let M be a real manifold of class C1, and let I be an open interval of R containing
the origin. We consider a C1-map ˆ W PT M  I ! PT M . Setting 't D ˆ.  ; t /
(t 2 I ), we always assume´
't is a homogeneous symplectic isomorphism for each t 2 I ,
'0 D id PT M :
(3.1)
Let us recall here some classical facts that we explain with more details in the
appendix. Set
vˆ WD @ˆ
@t
W PT M  I ! T PT M;
f D h˛M ; vˆi W PT M  I ! R; ft D f .; t /:
Denote by Hg the Hamiltonian flow of a function g W PT M ! R. Then
@ˆ
@t
DHft :
In other words, ˆ is a homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy.
In this situation, there exists a unique conic Lagrangian submanifoldƒ of PT M 
PT M  T I closed in PT .M M  I / such that, setting
ƒt Dƒ ı T t I; (3.2)
ƒt is the graph of 't (see Lemma A.2).
The main result of this section is the existence and unicity of an object K 2
Dlb.kMMI / whose microsupport is contained in ƒ outside the zero-section and
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whose restriction at t D 0 is k. We call K the quantization of ˆ on I or of ¹'tºt2I .
We first prove that if such a K exists, then its support has some properness properties
from which we deduce its unicity. Then we prove the existence assuming that8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
there exists a compact subset A of M such that 't is the identity
outside of P1M .A/ for all t 2 I , PM W PT M !M denoting the
projection.
(3.3)
For this purpose we glue local constructions by using the unicity. Then we prove the
existence in general, using an approximation of ˆ by Hamiltonian isotopies satisfy-
ing (3.3).
3.1. Unicity and support of the quantization
We introduce the following notations:
It D Œ0; t  or Œt; 0 according to the sign of t 2 I; (3.4)
B WD ®.x; y; t/ 2M M  I I .¹xº  ¹yº  It /\ PMMI .ƒ/ 6D ;¯:
LEMMA 3.1
Both projections B⇒M  I are proper.
Proof
(i) Let us show that the second projection q W B !M I is proper. We see easily
that q1.y; t/D PM

ˆ. P1M .y/ It /
  ¹yº  ¹tº. We choose a compact set
D M and t 2 I . Then q1.D It / is contained in PM

ˆ. P1M .D/ It /

D  It which is compact.
(ii) The first projection is treated similarly by reversing the roles of x and y and
replacing ˆ by ˆ1 D ¹'1t ºt2I .
Recall that for F 2 Dlb.kMN /, the object F 1 is defined in (1.21). For an object
K 2 Dlb.kMMI / and t0 2 I , we set
Kt0 DKjtDt0 'K ı ktDt0 2 Dlb.kMM /:
We also set (keeping the same notation for v as in (1.21)):
K1 D .v  idI /1RHom.K;!M  kM  kI /:
Then, assuming
SS.K/\ T MM .M M/ T I  T MMI .M M  I /;
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we have .K1/t ' .Kt /1 for any t 2 I (see the proof of (ii) in the proposition
below).
PROPOSITION 3.2
We assume that ˆ satisfies hypothesis (3.1) and that K 2 Dlb.kMMI / satisfies the
following conditions:
(a) SS.K/ƒ[ T MMI .M M  I /,
(b) K0 ' k.
Then we have
(i) Supp.K/B (see (3.4)), and both projections Supp.K/⇒M I are proper,
(ii) Kt ıK1t 'K1t ıKt ' k for all t 2 I ,
(iii) such a K satisfying the conditions (a) and (b) is unique up to a unique iso-
morphism,
(iv) if there exists an open set W M such that 't j P1
M
.W / D id for all t 2 I , then
Kj.WM[MW /I ' kI j.WM[MW /I .
Proof
(i) Let us prove (i). Since ƒ is closed and conic, PMMI .ƒ/ is closed. So if
.x; y; t/ … B we may find open connected neighborhoods U of x, V of y,
and J of It such that P1MMI .U  V  J / does not meet ƒ. By con-
dition (a) this implies that SS.KjUVJ / is contained in the zero-section.
Hence K is locally constant on U  V  J . Now 0 2 J , and U  V does not
meetM since PMMI .ƒ/ containsM ¹0º. HenceKjUV¹0º D 0, and
we deduce KjUVJ D 0. In particular .x; y; t/ … Supp.K/, and this proves
Supp.K/B . To conclude, we apply Lemma 3.1.
(ii) Let us prove (ii). We set F DK ı jIK1 (see notation (1.13)). Hence (ii) is
implied by F ' kI . Let v be the involution of T M  T M  T I given
by v.x; ; x0;  0; t; /D .x0; 0; x;; t;/. Then we have
SS.K1/\ PT .M M  I / v.ƒ/: (3.5)
Hence by (1.15), SS.F / satisfies
SS.F / T M I .M M  I /[ T MMI .M M  I /
 T .M M/ T I I:
By Corollary 1.6, F is constant on the fibers ofM M I !M M . Denote
by i0 W M M !M M  I the inclusion associated to ¹t D 0º  I . It is
thus enough to prove the isomorphism i10 F ' k. We have
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i Š0RHom.K;kMMI /' RHom.i10 K; i Š0kMMI /
' RHom.K0;kMM /
L˝ i Š0kMMI :
On the other hand, the condition on SS.K/ implies
i Š0RHom.K;kMMI /' i10 RHom.K;kMMI /
L˝ i Š0kMMI :
Therefore i10 RHom.K;kMMI / ' RHom.K0;kMM / which gives the
isomorphism i10 K1 ' K10 . Thus we obtain i10 F ' K0 ı K10 ' k as
required.
(iii) This is a particular case of the more precise Lemma 3.3 below.
(iv) We set eW D .W M [M W /  I . Then B \ eW D W  I . Hence (i)
implies that Supp.K/\ eW W  I . Then (b) implies (iv).
LEMMA 3.3
Let ˆi W PT M  I ! PT M (i D 1; 2) be two maps satisfying (3.1), and define ƒi 
PT M  PT M  T I as in Lemma A.2. Assume that there exist Ki 2 Dlb.kMMI /
(i D 1; 2) satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 3.2. Also assume that there
exists an open set U M such that
ˆ1j P1
M
.U /I Dˆ2j P1
M
.U /I : (3.6)
Then there exists a unique isomorphism  W K1jMUI !K2jMUI such that
i10 K1
i1
0
 

i10 K2

kU
commutes, where i0 W M U !M U  I is the inclusion by 0 2 I .
Proof
We define ˆ12 W PT M  I ! PT M by '12;t D .'2;t /1 for all t 2 I . Then, simi-
larly to (3.5), we have SS.K12 /  v.ƒ2/ outside the zero-section. We also define
ˆ W PT M  I ! PT M by 't D '12;t ı '1;t . Its associated Lagrangian submanifold is
ƒD v.ƒ2/ ı jIƒ1 (see (1.15)). By (3.6) we have 't .x; /D .x; / for all t 2 I and
.x; / 2 P1M .U /. Hence
ƒ\ PT .M U  I /D PT U .M U / T I I:
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We set L D K12 ı jIK1. By (1.15), we have the inclusion SS.L/  ƒ outside the
zero-section. It follows that SS.L/ is contained in T .M U /T I I overM U I .
Since L0 ' kM , we deduce from Corollary 1.6 that LjMUI ' k.M \MU/I .
Then
K1jMUI ' .K2 ı jIL/jMUI 'K2 ı jI .LjMUI /'K2jMUI
as claimed.
The uniqueness of  follows from the uniqueness of the isomorphism
LjMUI ' kU I .
3.2. Existence of the quantization: “Compact” case
Lemma 3.5 below is the main step in the proof of Theorem 3.7. We prove the existence
of a quantization of a homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy ˆ W PT M  I ! PT M sat-
isfying hypotheses (3.1) and (3.3) (i.e., 't is the identity map outside P1M .A/ for each
t 2 I , where AM is compact). In the course of the proof we need an elementary
lemma that we state without proof.
LEMMA 3.4
Let N be a manifold, let V0  N be an open subset with a smooth boundary, let
C N be a compact subset, and let I be an open interval of R containing zero. Let
ƒ PT .N  I / be a closed conic Lagrangian submanifold, and set ƒt Dƒ ı T t I
for t 2 I . We assume that
(a) ƒ0 D SS.kV0/\ PT N ,
(b) ƒ\ PT ..N nC/ I /D .ƒ0 \ PT .N nC// T I I ,
(c) ƒ PT N  T I and ƒ! PT N  I is a closed embedding.
Then there exist " > 0 with ˙" 2 I and an open subset V N "; "Œ with a smooth
boundary such that
(i) V0 D V \ .N  ¹0º/,
(ii) ƒD SS.kV /\ PT .N "; "Œ/,
(iii) ƒt D SS.kV\.N¹tº//\ PT N for any t 2 "; "Œ.
LEMMA 3.5
Assume that ˆ satisfies hypotheses (3.1) and (3.3). Then there exists K 2
Dlb.kMMI / satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 3.2.
Proof
(A) Local existence. We first prove that there exists " > 0 such that there exists a
quantization eK 2 Db.kMM	";"Œ/ of ˆ on "; "Œ.
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We use the results and notation of Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.3. We choose a
relatively compact open subset U such that A U M , where A is given in hypoth-
esis (3.3). We choose f and "1 as in Proposition 2.1 (in which "1 was denoted by ").
Then L WD kZ"1 2 Db.kMU / satisfies SS.L/D Z"1 [Z"1 , and L1 ı L' kU .
We define for t 2 I
eƒ WD Z"1 ıƒ PT M  PT U  T I;eƒt WD Z"1 ıƒt  PT M  PT U:
We remark that eƒt D eƒ ı T t I and eƒ0 D SS.kZ"1 / \ PT .U  I /. We apply
Lemma 3.4 with N DM  U , C D A  A, V0 D IntZ"1 . We obtain " > 0 and an
open subset V M U "; "Œ such that eL WD kV 2 Db.kMU	";"Œ/ satisfies the
following:
(a) SS.eL/ .eƒI "; "Œ/[ T MU	";"Œ.M U "; "Œ/,
(b) eLjMU¹0º ' kZ"1 ,
(c) the projection M U "; "Œ!U "; "Œ is proper on Supp.eL/.
Now we set
K DL1 ı jIeL 2 Db.kUU	";"Œ/:
Then K satisfies properties (a) and (b) of Proposition 3.2 when replacing M and I
with U and "; "Œ. We deduce in particular
Kj..UU/n.AA//	";"Œ ' .kM 	";"Œ/j..UU/n.AA//	";"Œ:
Applying Lemma 1.11, K extends to QK 2 Db.kMM	";"Œ/ with
QKj..MM/n.AA//	";"Œ ' .kM 	";"Œ/j..MM/n.AA//	";"Œ;
and QK 2 Db.kMM	";"Œ/ is a quantization of ˆ on "; "Œ.
(B) Gluing (a). Assume that Kt0;t1 2 Dlb.kMM	t0;t1Œ/ is a quantization of the
isotopy ¹'tºt2	t0;t1Œ for an open interval J D t0; t1Œ I containing the origin.
Assume that J 6D I . We show that there exist an open interval J 0  I and a
quantization of the isotopy ¹'tºt2J 0 such that J  J 0 and J 0 6D J .
For an interval I 0  t0; t1Œ, we write Kt0;t1 jI 0 for Kt0;t1 jMMI 0 .
Assume that t1 2 I . By applying the result of (A) to the isotopy ¹'t ı '1t1 ºt2I ,
there exist t0 < t3 < t1 < t4 with t4 2 I and a quantization Lt3;t4 2 Db.kMM	t3;t4Œ/
of the isotopy ¹'t ı '1t1 ºt2	t3;t4Œ. Choose t2 with t3 < t2 < t1, and set
F D .Kt0;t1 j	t3;t1Œ/ ı .Kt0;t1t2 /1;
F 0 D .Lt3;t4 j	t3;t1Œ/ ı .Lt3;t4t2 /1:
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Then both F and F 0 are a quantization of the isotopy ¹'t ı '1t2 ºt2	t3;t1Œ. By unicity
of the quantization (Proposition 3.2), F and F 0 are isomorphic, and hence we have
an isomorphism
Kt3;t4 j	t3;t1Œ 'Kt0;t1 j	t3;t1Œ in Dlb.kMM	t3;t1Œ/;
whereKt3;t4 DLt3;t4 ı.Lt3;t4t2 /1ıKt0;t1t2 2 Dlb.kMM	t3;t4Œ/. By Lemma 1.11 there
exists Kt0;t4 2 Dlb.kMM	t0;t4Œ/ such that Kt0;t4 j	t0;t1Œ 'Kt0;t1 and Kt0;t4 j	t3;t4Œ '
Kt3;t4 . Then Kt0;t4 is a quantization of the isotopy ¹'tºt2	t0;t4Œ. Similarly, if t0 2 I ,
then there exists t1 2 I with t1 < t0 and a quantization Kt1;t1 on t1; t1Œ.
(C) Gluing (b). Consider an increasing sequence of open intervals In  I , and
assume we have constructed quantizations Kn of ¹'tºt2In . By unicity in Propo-
sition 3.2 we have KnC1jMMIn ' Kn. Set J D
S
n In. By Lemma 1.13 there
exists KJ 2 Dlb.kMMJ / such that KJ jMMIn 'Kn. Then KJ is a quantization
of ¹'tºt2J .
(D) Consider the set of pairs .J;KJ /, where J is an open interval contained
in I and containing zero, and KJ is a quantization of ¹'tºt2J . This set, ordered by
inclusion, is inductively ordered by (C). Let .J;KJ / be a maximal element. It follows
from (B) that J D I .
3.3. Existence of the quantization: General case
In this section we remove hypothesis (3.3) in Lemma 3.5. We consider ˆ W PT M 
I ! PT M which only satisfies (3.1), and we consider f W PT M  I ! R and ƒ
PT M  PT M  T I as above. We define approximations of ˆ by Hamiltonian iso-
topies satisfying (3.3) such that their quantizations “stabilize” over compact sets,
which allows us to define the quantization of ˆ.
We consider a C1-function g W M ! R with compact support. The function
fg W PT M  I ! R; .x; ; t/ 7! g.x/f .x; ; t/
is homogeneous of degree 1 and has support in P1M .A/ I with AD supp.g/ com-
pact. So its Hamiltonian flow is well defined and satisfies (3.1) and (3.3). We denote
it by
ˆg W PT M  I ! PT M;
and we let ƒg  PT M  PT M  T I be the Lagrangian submanifold associated to
ˆg in Lemma A.2. By Lemma 3.5 there exists a unique Kg 2 Dlb.kMMI / such
that
SS.Kg/ƒg [ T MMI .M M  I / and Kg jMM¹0º ' kM :
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LEMMA 3.6
Let U M be a relatively compact open subset, and let J  I be a relatively com-
pact open subinterval. Then there exists a C1-function g W M ! R with compact
support such that
ˆg j PM .U /J Dˆj PM .U /J : (3.7)
Proof
We assume without loss of generality that 0 2 J . Since ˆ is homogeneous, the set
C WD PM

ˆ. P1M .U /  J /

is a compact subset of M . We choose a C1-function
g W M ! R with compact support such that g is equal to the constant function 1 on
some neighborhood of C .
Then for any p 2 P1M .U / the functions f and fg coincide on a neighborhood
of p;J WD ¹.'t .p/; t/I t 2 J º  PT M  I which is the trajectory of p by the flow ˆ.
Hence their Hamiltonian vector fields coincide on p;J as do their flows.
THEOREM 3.7
We consider ˆ W PT M  I ! PT M , and we assume that it satisfies hypothesis (3.1).
Then there exists K 2 Dlb.kMMI / satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of Proposi-
tion 3.2.
Proof
We consider an increasing sequence of relatively compact open subsets Un  M ,
n 2 N, and an increasing sequence of relatively compact open subintervals Jn  I ,
n 2 N, such that Sn2NUn DM and Sn2N Jn D I . By Lemma 3.6 we can choose
C1-functions gn W M ! R with compact supports such that ˆgn and ˆ coincide on
PM .Un/ Jn. We let Kn 2 Dlb.kMMI / be the quantization of ˆgn . In particular
SS.Kn/\ PT .M Un  Jn/ƒ\ PT .M Un  Jn/; (3.8)
KnjMM¹0º ' kM :
By Lemma 3.3 we have isomorphisms KnC1jMUnJn ' KnjMUnJn . Then
Lemma 1.13 implies that there exists K 2 Dlb.kMMI / with isomorphisms
KjMUnJn 'KnjMUnJn for any n 2 N. Then K satisfies (a) and (b) of Proposi-
tion 3.2 by (3.8).
Remark 3.8
Ifˆ also satisfies (3.3) and J is a relatively compact subinterval of I , then the restric-
tion KjMMJ belongs to Db.kMMJ / (see Example 3.11).
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Remark 3.9
Theorem 3.7 extends immediately when replacing the open interval I with a smooth
contractible manifold U with a marked point u0. Indeed, consider a homogeneous
Hamiltonian isotopy ˆ W PT M U ! PT M with 'u0 D id PT M . We can construct a
Lagrangian submanifold ƒ of PT .M M U / as in Lemma A.2. Set ıD idMM 
ıU where ıU W U ! U U is the diagonal embedding. One easily sees that ıı1d .ƒ/
is the graph of a homogeneous symplectic diffeomorphism eˆ of PT .M U /.
Now let h W U  I ! U be a retraction to u0 such that h.U  ¹0º/D ¹u0º and
hjU¹1º D idU . We set ˆt Dˆ ı .id PT M ht /, and we apply the above procedure to
each ˆt . Then ¹eˆtºt2I is a homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy of PT .M  U / witheˆ
0 D id; and Theorem 3.7 associates with it a kernel K 2 Dlb.kMUMUI /. One
checks that K is supported on M M  U  I and that KjMMU ¹1º is the
desired kernel.
Example 3.10
LetM D Rn, and denote by .xI / the homogeneous symplectic coordinates on T Rn.
Consider the isotopy 't .xI /D .x  t .=jj/I /, t 2 I D R. Then
ƒt D
®
.x; y; ; /I jx  yj D jt j;  D D s.x  y/; st < 0¯ for t ¤ 0;
ƒ0 D PT .M M/:
The isomorphisms
RHom.k¹tD0º;kMMR/' k¹tD0ºŒn 1;
RHom.k¹jxyjtº;kMMR/' k¹jxyj<tº
together with the morphism k¹jxyjtº ! k¹tD0º induce the morphism
k¹tD0ºŒn 1! k¹jxyj<tº. Hence we obtain
k¹jxyjtº ! k¹tD0º ! k¹jxyj<tºŒnC 1:
Let  be the composition. Then there exists a distinguished triangle in Db.kMMI /:
k¹jxyj<tºŒn!K ! k¹jxyjtº C1!
 
:
We can verify that K satisfies the properties (a) and (b) of Proposition 3.2. From this
distinguished triangle, we deduce the isomorphisms in Db.kMM /: Kt ' k¹jxyjtº
for t  0 and Kt ' k¹jxyj<tºŒn for t < 0.
Example 3.11
We give an example where the quantization K 2 Dlb.kMMI / of a Hamiltonian
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isotopy does not belong to Db.kMMI /. Let us take the n-dimensional unit sphere
M D Sn (n 2) endowed with the canonical Riemannian metric. The metric defines
an isomorphism T M ' TM and the length function f W PT M ! R. Then f is
a positive-valued function on PT M homogeneous of degree 1. Set I D R, and let
ˆ D ¹'tºt2I be the Hamiltonian isotopy associated with f . Then for p 2 PT M ,®
M .'t .p//
¯
t2I is a geodesic. For x, y 2M , dist.x; y/ denotes the distance between
x and y. Let a W M !M be the antipodal map. Then we have dist.x; y/C dist.x;
ya/D  . For any integer ` we set
C` D
8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
¹.x; y; t/ 2M M  RI t  ` and dist.x; a`.y// t  `º if ` 0,
¹.x; y; t/ 2M M  RI t < .`C 1/; and
dist.x; a`C1.y// <t C .`C 1/º if ` < 0.
Let K be the quantization of ˆ. Then we have
H k.K/'
8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
kC` if k D .n 1/` for some ` 2 Z0,
kC` if k D .n 1/` 1 for some ` 2 Z<0,
0 otherwise.
3.4. Deformation of the microsupport
We considerˆ W PT M I ! PT M satisfying hypothesis (3.1) as in Theorem 3.7; we
denote as usual by ƒ the Lagrangian submanifold associated to its graph and define
ƒt as in (3.2). Let S0  PT M be a closed conic subset. We set S D ƒ ı S0 and
St D ƒt ı S0, closed conic subsets of PT M  T I and PT M , respectively. We let
it W M !M  I be the natural inclusion for t 2 I . Consider the functor
i1t W DlbS[T 
MI
.MI/.kMI /! DlbSt[T MM .kM /: (3.9)
PROPOSITION 3.12
For any t 2 I the functor (3.9) is an equivalence of categories. In particular for any
F 2 Dlb.kM / such that SS.F /  St [ T MM there exists a unique G 2 Dlb.kMI /
such that i1t .G/' F and SS.G/ S [ T MI .M  I /. If ˆ also satisfies (3.3) and
we replace I by a relatively compact subinterval, then (3.9) induces an equivalence
between bounded derived categories.
Proof
Replacing ˆ by ˆ ı '1t we may as well assume that t D 0. Let K 2 Dlb.kMMI /
be the quantization of ˆ. Then we obtain the commutative diagram:
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Dlb
.S0T I I/[T MI .MI/.kMI /
KıjI 	

r0
Dlb
S[T 
MI
.MI/.kMI /
i1
0
Dlb
S0[T MM .kM / D
lb
S0[T MM .kM /
where r0 is induced by i10 . It is known that r0 is an equivalence of categories, with
inverse given by q11 , where q1 W M  I ! M is the projection. Hence so is the
morphism i10 defined by (3.9).
The last assertion follows from Remark 3.8.
Now we consider a closed conic Lagrangian submanifold S0  PT M and a
deformation of S0 indexed by I ,‰ W S0I ! PT M as in Definition A.3. We let S 
PT M  T I be the corresponding Lagrangian submanifold defined in Lemma A.4.
Then Propositions A.5 and 3.12 imply the following result.
COROLLARY 3.13
We consider a deformation ‰ W S0  I ! PT M as in Definition A.3, and we assume
that it satisfies (A.7). Then for any t 2 I the functor (3.9) is an equivalence of cate-
gories. Moreover if we replace I by a relatively compact subinterval, it induces an
equivalence between the bounded derived categories.
4. Applications to nondisplaceability
We denote by ˆD ¹'tºt2I W PT M  I ! PT M a homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy
as in Theorem 3.7. Hence, ˆ satisfies hypothesis (3.1).
Let F0 2 Db.kM /. We assume that
F0 has a compact support. (4.1)
We letƒ PT .M M  I / be the conic Lagrangian submanifold associated to ˆ in
Lemma A.2, and we letK 2 Dlb.kMMI / be the quantization ofˆ on I constructed
in Theorem 3.7. We set
F DK ıF0 2 Dlb.kMI /; (4.2)
Ft0 D F j¹tDt0º 'Kt0 ıF0 2 Db.kM / for t0 2 I .
Then 8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
SS.F / .ƒ ı SS.F0//[ T MI .M  I /;
SS.F /\ T MM  T I  T MI .M  I /;
the projection Supp.F /! I is proper.
(4.3)
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The first assertion follows from (1.12), and the second assertion follows from the first.
The third one follows from Proposition 3.2(i) and (4.1). In particular we have´
Ft has a compact support in M;
SS.Ft /\ PT M D 't .SS.F0/\ PT M/;
(4.4)
where the last equality follows from (4.3) applied to ˆ and ¹'1t ºt2I .
4.1. Nondisplaceability: Homogeneous case
We consider a C1-map  W M ! R, and we assume that
the differential d .x/ never vanishes. (4.5)
Hence the section of T M defined by d ,
ƒ WD
®
.xId .x//Ix 2M¯; (4.6)
is contained in PT M .
THEOREM 4.1
We consider ˆ D ¹'tºt2I satisfying (3.1),  W M ! R satisfying (4.5), and F0 2
Db.kM / with compact support. We assume that R.M IF0/ 6D 0. Then for any t 2 I ,
't .SS.F0/\ PT M/\ƒ ¤ ;.
Proof
Let F;Ft be as in (4.2). Then Ft has compact support, and R.M IFt / 6D 0 by Corol-
lary 1.7. Since SS.Ft / 't .SS.F0/\ PT M/[T MM , the result follows from Corol-
lary 1.9.
COROLLARY 4.2
Let ˆ D ¹'tºt2I , and let  W M ! R be as in Theorem 4.1. Let N be a nonempty
compact submanifold of M . Then for any t 2 I , 't . PT NM/\ƒ ¤ ;.
4.2. Nondisplaceability: Morse inequalities
In this subsection and in Section 4.4 below we assume that k is a field. Let F0 2
Db.kM /, and set
S0 D SS.F0/\ PT M:
Now we consider the hypotheses
 is of class C2 and the differential d .x/ never vanishes, (4.7)
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there exists an open subset S0;reg of S0 such that S0;reg is a Lagrangian
submanifold of class C1 and F0 is a simple sheaf along S0;reg.
(4.8)
LEMMA 4.3
Let ƒ be a smooth Lagrangian submanifold defined in a neighborhood of p 2 PT M ,
letG 2 Db.kM /, and assume thatG is simple alongƒ at p. Assume (4.7), and assume
that ƒ and ƒ intersect transversally at p. Set x0 D .p/. ThenX
j
dimH j

R¹ .x/ .x0/º.G/

x0
D 1:
Proof
By the definition [13, Definition 7.5.4], R¹ .x/ .x0/º.G/x0 is concentrated in a
single degree, and its cohomology in this degree has rank one.
In the sequel, for a finite set A, we denote by #A its cardinal.
THEOREM 4.4
We consider ˆ D ¹'tºt2I satisfying (3.1),  W M ! R satisfying (4.7), and F0 2
Db.kM / with compact support. We also assume (4.8). Let t0 2 I . Assume that ƒ \
't0.S0/ is contained inƒ \'t0.S0;reg/ and the intersection is finite and transversal.
Then
#

't0.S0/\ƒ 
  X
j
bj .F0/:
Proof
It follows from Corollary 1.7 that bj .Ft /D bj .F0/ for all j 2 Z and all t 2 I .
Let ¹q1; : : : ; qLº Dƒ \ 't0.ƒ0/, yi D .qi /, and set
Wi WD R¹ .x/ .yi /º.Ft0/yi :
By Lemma 4.3, Wi is a bounded complex with finite-dimensional cohomologies, and
it follows from the Morse inequalities (1.9) thatX
j
bj .Ft0/
X
j
X
i
bj .Wi /:
Moreover X
j
dimH j

R¹ .x/ .yi /º.Ft0/yi
 D 1 for any i ,
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and it impliesX
j
X
i
bj .Wi /D #

SS.Ft0/\ƒ 
 D #'t0.SS.F0/\ PT M/\ƒ :
COROLLARY 4.5
LetˆD ¹'tºt2I , let W M ! R satisfying (4.7), and letN be a compact submanifold
of M . Let t0 2 I . Assume that 't0. PT NM/ and ƒ intersect transversally. Then
#

't0.
PT NM/\ƒ 
  X
j
dimH j .N IkN /:
Proof
Apply Theorem 4.4 with F0 D kN .
Remark 4.6
Corollaries 4.2 and 4.5 extend to the case where N is replaced with a compact sub-
manifold with boundary or even with corners. In this case, one has to replace the
conormal bundle T NM with the microsupport of the constant sheaf kN on M . Note
that this microsupport is easily calculated. For Morse inequalities on manifolds with
boundaries, see the recent paper [16] and see also [15] and [21] for related results.
4.3. Nondisplaceability: Nonnegative Hamiltonian isotopies
Consider as above a manifold M , and consider ˆ W PT M  I ! PT M a homoge-
neous Hamiltonian isotopy; that is, ˆ satisfies (3.1). We define f W PT M  I ! R
homogeneous of degree 1 and ƒ  PT M  PT M  T I as in Lemma A.2. The
following definition is due to [7] and is used in [4] and [5], where the authors prove
Corollary 4.14 below in the particular case whereX and Y are points and other related
results.
Definition 4.7
The isotopy ˆ is said to be nonnegative if h˛M ;Hf i  0.
Let euM be the Euler vector field on T M . Then h˛M ;Hf i D euM .f / and since
f is of degree 1 we have euM .f /D f . Hence ˆ is nonnegative if and only if f is a
nonnegative valued function. We let .t; / be the coordinates on T I . Then by (A.4)
this condition is also equivalent to
ƒ ¹  0º:
To prove Theorem 4.13, we give several results in sheaf theory.
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PROPOSITION 4.8
Let N be a manifold, and let I be an open interval of R containing zero. Let F 2
Db.kNI /, and, for t 2 I , set Ft D F jN¹tº 2 Db.kN /. Assume that
(a) SS.F / ¹  0º,
(b) SS.F /\ .T NN  T I / T NI .N  I /,
(c) Supp.F /! I is proper.
Then we have the following:
(i) for all a  b in I there are natural morphisms rb;a W Fa ! Fb ,
(ii) rb;a induces a commutative diagram of isomorphisms
R.N  I IF /
o

R.N IFa/

rb;a
R.N IFb/
Proof
By an argument similar to Corollary 1.7, (b) and (c) imply that R.N  I IF / !
R.N IFt / is an isomorphism for any t 2 I .
For b 2 I set Ib D ¹t 2 I I t  bº and F 0 D F ˝kNIb . Then F 0 also satisfies (a).
Hence [13, Proposition 5.2.3] implies that F 0 ' F 0 ı kD , where
D D ®.s; t/ 2 I  I I t  s¯:
We deduce the isomorphisms, for any a 2 Ib :
Fa ' F 0 ı k¹aº ' F 0 ı kD ı k¹aº ' F 0 ı kŒa;b	 ' F ı kŒa;b	: (4.9)
The morphism rb;a is then induced by the morphism kŒa;b	 ! k¹bº. Hence we obtain
a commutative diagram
R.N  I IF /
 
R.N  Œa; bIF /
o
R.N  ¹bºIF /
o
R.N IF ı kŒa;b	/
o
R.N IF ı k¹bº/
o
R.N IFa/
rb;a
R.N IFb/
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We recall that !X denotes the dualizing complex of a manifold X .
LEMMA 4.9
Let M be a manifold, and let X be a locally closed subset of M . Let iX W X !M be
the embedding. We assume that the base ring k is not reduced to ¹0º.
(i) Let F 2 D.kM /, and assume that there exists a morphism u W F ! RiXkX
which induces an isomorphism H 0.M IF / !H 0.M IRiXkX /. Then X 
Supp.F /.
(ii) Let G 2 D.kM /, and assume that there exists a morphism v W iXŠ!X ! G
which induces an isomorphism H 0c .M I iXŠ!X / ! H 0c .M IG/. Then X 
Supp.G/.
Proof
(i) Let x 2X; and let ix W ¹xº ,!M be the inclusion. For x 2X , the composition
k !H 0.M IRiXkX /! k is the identity. Hence, in the commutative diagram
H 0.M IF / 
u
i1x
H 0.M IRiXkX /
i1x
H 0.F /x k
the map H 0.F /x ! k is surjective. We conclude that x 2 Supp.F /.
(ii) For x 2 X , the composition H 0¹xº.M I iXŠ!X / ! H 0c .M I iXŠ!X / ! k is an
isomorphism. Hence in the commutative diagram induced by v,
H 0¹xº.M I iXŠ!X /
a
H 0¹xº.M IG/
H 0c .M I iXŠ!X /
b

H 0c .M IG/
the morphism a is injective and b is bijective. Hence k 'H 0¹xº.M I iXŠ!X /!
H 0¹xº.M IG/ is injective. Therefore H 0¹xº.M IG/ does not vanish and x 2
Supp.G/.
LEMMA 4.10
Let M be a noncompact connected manifold, and let X be a compact connected
submanifold of M . Then we have
(i) the open subset M nX has at most two connected components;
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(ii) assume that there exists a relatively compact connected component U of M n
X . Then such a connected component is unique, X is a hypersurface, and X
coincides with the boundary of U .
Proof
(i) We have an exact sequence
H 0.M IC/!H 0.M nX IC/!H 1X .M IC/:
The last termH 1X .M IC/ is isomorphic toH 0.X IH 1X .CM //. SinceH 1X .CM /
is locally isomorphic to CX or zero, we have dimH 1X .M IC/  1. Hence we
obtain dimH 0.M nX IC/ 2. HenceM nX has at most two connected com-
ponents.
(ii) Assume that there exists a relatively compact connected component U of
M n X . If M n X has another relatively compact connected component V ,
then M DX [ U [ V by (i) and it is compact. It is a contradiction. Hence a
relatively compact connected component U of M nX is unique if it exists. If
X is not a hypersurface, then M nX is connected and not relatively compact.
It is a contradiction. Hence X is a hypersurface. Then it is obvious that X
coincides with the boundary of U .
Until the end of this subsection, we assume thatˆD ¹'tºt2I W PT M I ! PT M
is a nonnegative homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy.
We define g W PT M  I ! R by
g.p; t/D f 't .p/a; t .p 2 PT M; t 2 I /: (4.10)
Here a W PT M ! PT M is the antipodal map.
LEMMA 4.11
Let ‰ be the symplectic isotopy given by ‰ D ¹a ı '1t ı aºt2I . Then we have @‰@t D
Hgt , and ‰ is a nonnegative Hamiltonian isotopy.
Proof
Set  t D a ı '1t ı a. Let ƒ be the Lagrangian manifold associated to ˆ as in
Lemma A.1:
ƒD ®.'t .v/; va; t;f .'t .v/; t//Iv 2 PT M; t 2 I¯:
Then we have
ƒD ®.w;'1t .w/a; t;f .w; t//Iw 2 PT M; t 2 I¯
D ®.wa; t .w/; t;f .wa; t //Iw 2 PT M; t 2 I¯:
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Since f .wa; t /D g.'1t .wa/a; t /, the set®
.wa; t .w/; t;g. t .w/; t//Iw 2 PT M; t 2 I
¯
is Lagrangian. Hence Lemma A.1 implies that @‰=@t D gt . The nonnegativity of ‰
is obvious since g itself is nonnegative.
LEMMA 4.12
Letƒ1 andƒ2 be conic closed Lagrangian submanifolds of PT M . If either 't .ƒ1/
ƒ2 for all t 2 Œ0; 1 or ƒ1  't .ƒ2/ for all t 2 Œ0; 1, then 't jƒ1 D idƒ1 for all
t 2 Œ0; 1.
Proof
(i) Let us treat the case where 't .ƒ1/ƒ2 for all t 2 Œ0; 1. We may assume that
ƒ1 is connected. Then 't .ƒ1/ is a connected component of ƒ2, and hence
does not depend on t . Therefore 't .ƒ1/Dƒ1 for all t 2 Œ0; 1. The hypothesis
implies that Hft D @ˆ=@t is tangent to ƒ1 for all t 2 Œ0; 1. By Lemma A.2,
ft D h˛M ;Hft i. Since ƒ1 is conic Lagrangian, the Liouville form ˛M van-
ishes on the tangent bundle of ƒ1 and we deduce that f is identically zero on
ƒ1  Œ0; 1.
Since ft is a nonnegative function on PT M , all points ofƒ1 are minima of f .
It follows that d.ft /D 0 on ƒ1 for all t 2 Œ0; 1. Hence Hft also vanishes on
ƒ1, and therefore 't jƒ1 D idƒ1 for all t 2 Œ0; 1.
(ii) Now assume that ƒ1  't .ƒ2/ for all t 2 Œ0; 1. Set  t D a ı '1t ı a. Then
¹ tºt2I is a nonnegative Hamiltonian isotopy by Lemma 4.11, and  t .ƒa1/
ƒa2 holds for any t 2 Œ0; 1. Hence step (i) implies that  t jƒa1 D idƒa1 .
THEOREM 4.13
Let M be a connected and noncompact manifold, and let X;Y be two compact con-
nected submanifolds of M . Let ˆD ¹'tºt2I W PT M  I ! PT M be a nonnegative
homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy. Assume that Œ0; 1  I and '1. PT XM/D PT YM .
Then X D Y and 't j PT 
X
M D id PT 
X
M for all t 2 Œ0; 1.
Proof
By Lemma 4.12 it is enough to prove that X D Y and 't . PT XM/  PT XM for all
t 2 Œ0; 1.
In an earlier draft of this paper, we only proved the first part of the conclusion of Theorem 4.13, namely, that
X D Y . We thank Stephan Nemirovski, who asked us the question whether 't j PT X M is the identity of PT XM
for all t 2 Œ0;1	.
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We distinguish two cases (see Lemma 4.10) treated, respectively, in (ii) and (iii)
below.
(a) M nX or M n Y has no relatively compact connected component.
(b) BothX and Y are the boundaries of relatively compact connected open subsets
U and V of M , respectively.
(i) Let K 2 Dlb.kMMI / be the quantization of ˆ on I given by Theorem 3.7.
By Proposition 3.2(ii), the convolution with K1 gives an equivalence of categories
Dlb
T 
X
M[T 
M
M
.kM / !
K1ı	
Dlb
T 
Y
M[T 
M
M
.kM /:
Moreover SS.K/ƒ[ T MMI .M M  I /, so that SS.K/ ¹  0º. We con-
sider F0 2 Db.kM / with compact support. We set
F DK ıF0; Ft0 D F ı k¹tDt0º .t0 2 I /:
Then F satisfies (4.3), and we have SS.F / ¹  0º. Hence we may apply Proposi-
tion 4.8, and we deduce that, for all a; b 2 I with a  b, there are natural morphisms
rb;a W Fa ! Fb which induce isomorphisms R.M IFa/ ! R.M IFb/.
(ii) Let us assume hypothesis (a). By Lemma 4.11, replacing 't with a ı '1t ı a
and X with Y if necessary, we may assume that any of the connected components of
M nX is not relatively compact.
(ii-a) Let us show thatX D Y . There exists F0 2 Dlb.kM / such that F1 ' kY . We
have F0 'K11 ıkY so that F0 has compact support. We have also SS.Ft /\ PT M D
't . PT XM/. Since SS.F0/  T XM [ T MM , F0 is locally constant outside X . Since
M nX has no compact connected component, we deduce Supp.F0/X . Hence by
Lemma 4.9(i), we have Y  Supp.F0/X .
Since M n X M n Y and M n X has no relatively compact connected com-
ponent, M n Y has also no relatively compact connected component. Hence by inter-
changing X and Y with the use of Lemma 4.11, we obtain X  Y . Thus we obtain
X D Y .
(ii-b) Let us show PT XM  't . PT XM/. Assuming that p 2 PT XM n 't . PT XM/,
let us derive a contradiction. Take a C1-function g such that p D .xIdg.x// and
gjX D 0. Since Supp.F0/\¹g < 0º D ;, we obtainH 0¹g<0º.F0/x ' 0. Since dg.x/ …
SS.Ft /, the morphism H 0.Ft /x !H 0¹g<0º.Ft /x is an isomorphism. Then we have a
commutative diagram
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H 0.M IF0/

H 0.M IFt /

H 0.M IkY /
o

k
H 0.F0/x H
0.Ft /x
o
.kY /x
0

H 0¹g<0º.F0/x H
0
¹g<0º.Ft /x
Hence k 'H 0.M IFt / !H 0¹g<0º.Ft /x is a monomorphism and also the zero mor-
phism. This is a contradiction. Thus we obtain the desired result PT XM  't . PT XM/.
Thanks to Lemma 4.12, this completes the proof of the theorem under hypothesis (a).
(iii) Now we assume hypothesis (b). In this case, X and Y are hypersurfaces
of M . Let PT ;inY M be the “inner” conormal of Y , so that SS.kV /D V [ PT ;inY M (see
Example 1.2).
(iii-a) Let us first prove that U D V . As in (ii-a) there exists F0 2 Dlb.kM /
with compact support such that F1 ' kV . As in (ii-a) we see that Supp.F0/  U D
U [ X . Part (i) gives a morphism r1;0 W F0 ! kV which induces H 0.M IF0/ !
H 0.M IkV / ! k. Hence Lemma 4.9 implies that V  Supp.F0/  U . Then
Lemma 4.11 implies the reverse inclusion. Hence U D V and X D Y .
(iii-b) Let us prove that PT ;inX M  't'11 . PT ;inX M/ for all t 2 Œ0; 1. The proof is
similar to the one in (ii-b). Assuming that there exist t 2 Œ0; 1 and p 2 . PT ;inX M/ n
't'
1
1 .
PT ;inX M/, we derive a contradiction. Write p D .xIdg.x// for a C1-function
g such that gjX D 0. Hence ¹g > 0º coincides with U on a neighborhood of x. Then
we have a commutative diagram
H 0.M IF0/

H 0.M IFt /

H 0.M IkV /
o

k
H 0.F0/x H
0.Ft /x
o
.kV /x
0

H 0¹g<0º.F0/x H
0
¹g<0º.Ft /x
Hence k ' H 0.M IFt / ! H 0¹g<0º.Ft /x is a monomorphism and equal to the zero
morphism. This is a contradiction. Hence we obtain PT ;inX M  't'11 . PT ;inX M/ or,
equivalently, '1t . PT ;inX M/  '11 . PT ;inX M/. Hence Lemma 4.12 implies that
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'1t j PT ;in
X
M
D id PT ;in
X
M
or 't j PT ;in
X
M
D id PT ;in
X
M
. Lemma 4.11 permits us to apply
this to a ı 't ı a, and we obtain 't ja PT ;in
X
M
D id
a PT ;in
X
M
. Thus we obtain 't j PT 
X
M D
id PT 
X
M .
COROLLARY 4.14
Let M be a connected manifold such that the universal covering fM of M is noncom-
pact. Let X and Y be simply connected and compact submanifolds of M with codi-
mension  2. Letˆ W PT M I ! PT M be a nonnegative homogeneous Hamiltonian
isotopy such that Œ0; 1  I and '1. PT XM/ D PT YM . Then X D Y and 't j PT 
X
M D
id PT 
X
M for all t 2 Œ0; 1.
Proof
Let q W fM !M and p W PT  fM ! PT M be the canonical projections. Let f W PT M 
I ! R be as in Lemma A.2 for ˆ, and set Qf WD f ı .p  idI / W PT  fM  I ! R. Let
Qˆ W PT  fM  I ! PT  fM be the nonnegative homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy asso-
ciated with Qf . We set Q't WD Qˆ j PT  fM¹tº W PT  fM ! PT  fM . Then p ı Q't D 't ı p. Let
q1.X/D Fj2J QXj and q1.Y /D Fk2K QYk be the decompositions into connected
components. Then by the assumption, QXj ! X and QYk ! Y are isomorphisms, and
hence QXj and QYk are connected and compact. Since p1. PT XM/D
F
j
PT QXj fM , we
have G
j2J
Q'1. PT QXj fM/D G
k2K
PT QYk fM:
Since codim QXj , codim QYk > 1, the unions are decompositions into connected compo-
nents. So, for a given j 2 J , there exists k 2K such that Q'1. PT QXj fM/D PT QYk fM . Hence
Theorem 4.13 implies QXj D QYk and Q't j PT 
QXj
fM D id PT 
QXj
fM for all t 2 Œ0; 1. Finally we
conclude that X D q. QXj /D q. QYk/D Y and 't j PT 
X
M D id PT 
X
M for all t 2 Œ0; 1.
4.4. Nondisplaceability: Symplectic case
In this section we assume that k is a field. Using Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 we recover
a well-known result solving a conjecture by Arnold (see [1], [6], [8], [10], [17]). We
first state an easy geometric lemma.
LEMMA 4.15
Let p W E !X be a smooth morphism, let A;B be submanifolds of X , and let A0 be
a submanifold of E . We assume that p induces a diffeomorphism pjA0 W A0 !A. We
set B 0 D p1.B/. Then
p induces a bijection A0 \B 0 !A\B; (4.11)
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A0 and B 0 intersect transversally if and only if A and B intersect
transversally. (4.12)
THEOREM 4.16
Let N be a nonempty compact manifold. Let ˆ W T N  I ! T N be a Hamiltonian
isotopy, and assume that there exists a compact set C  T N such thatˆj.T NnC/I
is the projection on the first factor. We let c D Pj dimH j .N IkN /, the sum of the
Betti numbers of N . Then for any t 2 I the intersection 't .T NN/ \ T NN is never
empty. Moreover its cardinality is at least c whenever the intersection is transversal.
Proof
(i) We set M D N  R and identify N with N  ¹0º. We let eˆ W PT M  I !
PT M be the homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy given by Proposition A.6,
and we set e't D eˆ.; t /.
We apply Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 to M , eˆ, F0 D kN , and  D t , the projection
from M to R. We obtain that the intersection e't . PT NM/\ƒ is a nonempty
set whose cardinality is at least c whenever the intersection is transversal.
(ii) Now we compare e't . PT NM/\ƒ with the intersection considered in the the-
orem.
(ii-a) We apply Lemma 4.15 with X D T N , E D T N  R, p.x; ; / D .x;
=/, AD T NN , B D 't .T NN/, and A0 D T NN  ¹1º  E . We set †t WD
B 0 D p1.B/. We have
†t D
®
.  't .x; 0/; / 2 T N  RIx 2N; 2 R
¯
: (4.13)
By Lemma 4.15, .T NN  ¹1º/\†t ! T NN \ 't .T NN/, and one of these
intersections is transversal if and only if the other one is.
(ii-b) We apply Lemma 4.15 with X D T N  R, E D T N  PT R, p.x; ;
s; / D .x; ; /, A D †t , B D T NN  ¹1º, and A0 D e't . PT NM/. We must
check that the restriction of p to e't . PT NM/ induces an isomorphisme't . PT NM/ !†t . This follows from (4.13) and the identity (see (A.8)):
e't . PT NM/D ®.  't .x; 0/; u.x; 0; t/; /Ix 2N; 2 R¯:
We see easily that B 0 D p1.B/ is ƒ . Hence Lemma 4.15 implies
e't . PT NM/\ƒ !†t \ .T NN  ¹1º/;
and one of these intersections is transversal if and only if the other one is.
Together with (ii-a) and (i) this gives the theorem.
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Appendix. Hamiltonian isotopies
We first recall some notions of symplectic geometry. Let X be a symplectic mani-
fold with symplectic form !. We denote by Xa the same manifold endowed with the
symplectic form !. The symplectic structure induces the Hamiltonian isomorphism
h W TX ! T X by h.v/D v.!/, where v denotes the contraction with v. To a vec-
tor field v on X we associate in this way a 1-form h.v/ on X. For a C1-function
f W X! R the Hamiltonian vector field of f is by definition Hf WD h1.df /.
The vector field v is called symplectic if its flow preserves !. This is equiva-
lent to Lv.!/ D 0, where Lv denotes the Lie derivative of v. By Cartan’s formula
(Lv D dv C vd ) this is again equivalent to d.h.v//D 0 (recall that d! D 0). The
vector field v is called Hamiltonian if h.v/ is exact, or equivalently vDHf for some
function f on X.
In this section we consider an open interval I of R containing the origin. We use
the following general notation: for a map u W X  I ! Y and t 2 I we let ut W X ! Y
be the map x 7! u.x; t/.
A.1. Families of symplectic isomorphisms
Let ˆ W X  I ! X be a C1-map such that 't WD ˆ.; t / W X ! X is a symplectic
isomorphism for each t 2 I and is the identity for t D 0. The map ˆ induces a time-
dependent vector field on X,
vˆ WD @ˆ
@t
W X I ! TX: (A.1)
Since 't .!/ D ! we obtain by derivation L.vˆ/t .!/ D 0 for any t 2 I ; that is,
.vˆ/t is a symplectic vector field. So the corresponding “time-dependent” 1-form
ˇ D h.vˆ/ W X  I ! T X satisfies d.ˇt / D 0 for any t 2 I . The map ˆ is called
a Hamiltonian isotopy if .vˆ/t is Hamiltonian, that is, if ˇt is exact for any t . In
this case, integrating the 1-form ˇ (which is C1 with respect to the parameter t ) we
obtain a C1-function f W X I ! R such that ˇt D d.ft /. Hence we have
@ˆ
@t
DHft : (A.2)
The fact that the isotopy ˆ is Hamiltonian can be interpreted as a geometric
property of its graph as follows. For a given t 2 I we let ƒt be the graph of '1t , and
we let ƒ0 be the family of ƒt ’s:
ƒt D
®
.'t .v/; v/Iv 2Xa
¯ XXa;
ƒ0 D ®.'t .v/; v; t/Iv 2Xa; t 2 I¯ XXa  I:
Then ƒt is a Lagrangian submanifold of XXa, and we ask whether we can lift ƒ0
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as a Lagrangian submanifold ƒ of XXa  T I so that
.idXXa I /jƒ W ƒ !ƒ0: (A.3)
LEMMA A.1
We consider a C1-map ˆ W X I !X such that 't is a symplectic isomorphism for
each t 2 I , and we use the above notation. Then there exists a Lagrangian submani-
fold ƒXXa  T I satisfying (A.3) if and only if ˆ is a Hamiltonian isotopy. In
this case the possible ƒ can be written
ƒD ®.ˆ.v; t/; v; t;f .ˆ.v; t/; t//Iv 2X; t 2 I¯; (A.4)
where the function f W X  I ! R is defined by .vˆ/t D Hft up to addition of a
function depending only on t .
We also have, extending notation (1.10) to the case where one manifold is not
necessarily a cotangent bundle,
ƒt Dƒ ı T t I:
Proof
We write T I ' I  R. A manifold ƒ satisfying (A.3) is written
ƒD ®.ˆ.v; t/; v; t; .v; t//Iv 2Xa; t 2 I¯
for some function  W Xa  I ! R. Let us write down the condition that ƒ be
Lagrangian. For a given .v; t/ 2 Xa  I and p D .ˆ.v; t/; v; t; .v; t// 2ƒ the tan-
gent space Tpƒ is generated by the vectors
0 D

.vˆ/t ; 0; 1;
@
@t

and 
 D

.d't /./; ; 0; .dt /./

;
where  runs over TvXa. Since 't is a symplectic isomorphism the 
’s are mutually
orthogonal for the symplectic structure of X Xa  T I . Hence ƒ is Lagrangian if
and only if 0 and 
 also are orthogonal, which is written
0D !.vˆ/t ; .d't /./  .dt /./
D h..vˆ/t / d.t ı '1t /.d't /./:
This holds for all  2 TvXa if and only if h..vˆ/t / D d.t ı '1t /, or equivalently
Htı'1t D .vˆ/t .
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Exact case. We assume that the symplectic form ! is exact, and we write ! D d˛.
We consider ˆ W X  I ! X as above but now we ask that 't .˛/D ˛ for all t 2 I .
Then it is well known (see, e.g., [18, Corollary 9.19]) thatˆ is a Hamiltonian isotopy.
More precisely vˆ is the Hamiltonian vector field of
f D h˛;vˆi W X I ! R: (A.5)
Indeed the condition on 't implies by derivation Lvˆ.˛/ D 0. Hence Cartan’s for-
mula yields
d.ft /DL.vˆ/t .˛/ .vˆ/t .!/D .vˆ/t .!/D h

.vˆ/t

:
This holds in particular when X D PT M for some manifold M . We consider ˆ W
PT M  I ! PT M such that´
't is a homogeneous symplectic isomorphism for each t 2 I ,
'0 D id PT M :
(A.6)
In this case the function f given in (A.5) is homogeneous of degree 1 in the fibers
of PT M and it is the only homogeneous function such that .vˆ/t DHft . So we have
the first part of the following lemma.
LEMMA A.2
Let ˆ W PT M  I ! PT M satisfying (3.1). Then
(i) ˆ is a Hamiltonian isotopy and there exists a unique conic Lagrangian sub-
manifoldƒ of PT M  PT M T I satisfying (A.3): setting f D h˛M ; @ˆ=@ti
we have
ƒD ®ˆ.x; ; t/; .x;/; .t;f .ˆ.x; ; t/; t//I .x; / 2 PT M; t 2 I¯;
(ii) the set ƒ[ T MMI .M M  I / is closed in T .M M  I / and for any
t 2 I the inclusion it W M M !M M  I is noncharacteristic for ƒ and
the graph of 't is ƒt Dƒ ı T t I .
Proof
(i) This assertion is already proved.
(ii) In local homogeneous symplectic coordinates .x; yI ; / 2 T .M  M/,
.t I / 2 T I , the construction ofƒ implies that for any compact set C M 
M  I there existsD > 0 such that j j Djj, jj Djj, and jj Djj for
any .x; y; t I ; ; / 2ƒ\ 1MMI .C /. Hence the same inequalities hold on
the closure ƒ of ƒ. Hence if .x; y; t I ; ; / 2 ƒ n . PT M  PT M  T I /,
then  D D 0 and  D 0, and hence it belongs to the zero-section.
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Henceƒ[T MMI .M M I / is closed. We also have seen thatƒ does not
meet T MM .M M/ PT I which is the noncharacteristicity condition.
A.2. Families of conic Lagrangian submanifolds
Since the results in this section are well known (they go back to Paulette Libermann),
we state them without proofs. Note that we only use them in Corollary 3.13.
Definition A.3
LetM be a manifold, and let I be an open interval containing zero. Let S0 be a closed
conic Lagrangian submanifold of PT M . A deformation of S0 indexed by I is the data
of a C1-map ‰ W S0  I ! PT M such that, setting  t WD‰.; t / and St D  t .S0/,
we have
(i)  0 is the identity embedding,
(ii)  t is homogeneous for the action of R>0 for each t 2 I ,
(iii) St is a closed conic Lagrangian submanifold of PT M for each t 2 I ,
(iv) the map S0  I ! . PT M/ I , .s; t/ 7! .‰.s; t/; t/, is an embedding.
We let S 0 D ¹.s; t/I t 2 I; s 2 Stº  . PT M/  I be the image of the embedding
in (iv). So it is a closed submanifold of . PT M/  I . Note that  t induces a diffeo-
morphism  t W S0 ! St for each t 2 I .
LEMMA A.4
Let S0 be a closed conic Lagrangian submanifold of PT M , and let ‰ W S0  I !
PT M be a deformation of S0 as above. Then there exists a unique closed conic
Lagrangian submanifold S  PT .M I / such that PT .M I /! T M I induces
a diffeomorphism S ! S 0.
Moreover for any t 2 I the inclusion it W M !M  I is noncharacteristic for S ,
and we have St D S ı T t I .
We remark that S , like S 0, only depends on the family of ¹Stºt , not on the param-
eterization ‰.
For a deformation of a closed conic Lagrangian submanifold we consider a con-
dition similar to (3.3).
There exists a compact subset A of M such that for all t 2 I :´
 t jS0\ P1M .MnA/ D idS0\ P1M .MnA/;
 t .S0 \ P1M .A// P1M .A/:
(A.7)
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PROPOSITION A.5
Let S0 be a closed conic Lagrangian submanifold of PT M , and let ‰ W S0  I !
PT M be a deformation of S0 satisfying (A.7).
Then there exists ˆ W PT M  I ! PT M satisfying hypotheses (3.1) and (3.3)
such that
ˆjS0I D‰:
A.3. Adding a variable
In this subsection we recall the link between nonhomogeneous symplectic geometry
and homogeneous symplectic geometry with an extra variable.
We denote by .s; / the coordinates on T R with ds as the Liouville form. For
a manifold M we define the map
D M W T M  PT R ! T M; .x; ; s; / 7! .x; =/:
We consider a Hamiltonian isotopy ˆ W T M  I ! T M as in Appendix A.1,
but we do not assume that it is homogeneous. We show that ˆ lifts to a homogeneous
Hamiltonian isotopy of T M  PT R.
Let f W T M  I ! R be a function such that @ˆ=@t DHft (see (A.2)). We set
Qf WD .f ı /  :
Then Qft is a homogeneous function on T M  PT R of degree 1.
PROPOSITION A.6
Let ˆ W T M  I ! T M be a Hamiltonian isotopy, and let f and Qf be as above.
(i) Then there exists a homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy eˆ W .T M  PT R/ 
I ! T M  PT R such that @eˆ=@t DH Qft and the following diagram com-
mutes:
T M  PT R  I
eˆ
idI
T M  PT R

T M  I
ˆ
T M
Moreover there exists a C1-function u W .T M/ I ! R such that
eˆ.x; ; s; ; t/D x0;  0; sC u.x; =; t/; ; (A.8)
where .x0;  0=/D 't .x; =/.
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(ii) We assume moreover that M is connected, and 't is the identity outside a
compact subset C  T M . Then eˆ extends to a homogeneous Hamiltonian
isotopy eˆ W PT .M  R/ I ! PT .M  R/ such that
eˆ.x; ; s; 0; t/D x; ; sC v.t/; 0; (A.9)
for some C1-function v W I ! R.
Proof
We have to describe the Hamiltonian vector fieldH ef of ef . We denote by p W T M 
PT R ! PT R the projection .x; ; s; / 7! .s; /. Then .;p/ defines an isomorphism
 W T M  PT R ! T M  PT R: (A.10)
For a point q D .x; ; s; / 2 T M  PT R,  defines an isomorphism on the tangent
spaces:
d D dq  dpq W Tq.T M  T R/
! T.x;=/.T M/˚ T.s;/.T R/: (A.11)
Setting !M D d˛M , where ˛M is the Liouville form on T M , we have
˛MRjT M PT R D .˛M /C p.˛R/;
!MRjT M PT R D .!M /C p.!R/C d ^ .˛M /:
In the sequel we fix t , and we set Qft D ef .; t / and ft D f .; t /. Then H Qft is deter-
mined by H Qft .!MR/ D d Qft . We decompose .H Qft /q D vM C vR according to(A.11), and we also use the decomposition of T q .T M  T R/ induced by (A.11).
Then we find
H Qft
.!MR/D

vM .!M /C hvR; di˛M
 C vR.!R/ hvM ; ˛M id:
Since d Qft D  dft C .ft / d we obtain
dft D vM .!M /C 1hvR; di˛M ;
.ft / d D vR.!R/ hvM ; ˛M id:
The second equality gives vR D a @@s for some function a. Then we have hvR; di D 0,
which implies vM DHft by the first equality, and hence aD .ft hHft ; ˛M i/ ıD
.ft  euM .ft // ı . Finally, letting g WD f  euM .f / be a function on T M  I , we
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obtain
 .H Qft /DHft C .gt /
@
@s
:
Let us define u W T M  I ! R by the differential equation´
@u
@t
D gt ı 't ;
ujtD0 D 0:
(A.12)
We define eˆ by (A.8). Then, we can see easily that
@eˆ
@t
DH Qft :
Hence eˆ is the desired homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy.
(ii) The functions ft and gt are constant functions outside C . Hence ut is also
a constant function outside C taking the value v.t/. Then eˆ extends to a
homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy eˆ W PT .M  R/  I ! PT .M  R/ by
(A.9).
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